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November

 

Year 3 National Gallery trip 

Wednesday 1st December 2021

Grebes Class Assembly 
Friday 3rd December 2021

Year 3 Soundstart concerts
Monday 6th December 2021

Christmas Jumper Day and lunch
Friday 10th December 2021

Christmas Holidays
Friday 17th December 2021

Back to school 
Wednesday 5th January 2022

LovePeace



 
W I T H  9 8 . 6 2 % A T T E N D A N C E  I S  P E N G U I N S !

ATTENDANCE STARS
The attendance stars for November:
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School  Values
 

The school value of the month 
of November is Peace.

Bible citation:

“Blessed are the peacemakers for

they will be called the children of God.”

Matthew 5:1

 

How can we observe the value of

Peace at school?

We must try to solve any

disagreements and arguments with

our friends peacefully.

     We must work as a team (also

called collaboratively) in our learning.

We must model kindness and

empathy.

Even if we disagree with our friends,

we must do so politely. 

 

 

 

Do you know why?

On 11th November 1918, at

exactly 11 am, the armistice

was signed between the Allies

and Germany to end the First

World War. The world greeted

this with relief, celebration and

a profound sense of loss. 

 

The value of Peace is

observed and celebrated not

only in our school but the

world over in the month of

November.

 



Year 3
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We have also explored

different produce through a

sensory bag activity in which

the pupils had to describe and

guess the item. We then used

our art skills to sketch an

observational drawing.                     

 

Year 4 

This month Year 3’s topic has been

everything ‘Scrumdiddlyumptious’.

 

We have made delicious, fresh bread

as part of our Engage week. 

The Beatitudes

Inspired by Guiseppe

Arcimboldo.

We can’t forget to mention the most

exciting thing we did this month! 

We went to Morrisons! We found out where

different produce comes from, we discussed

the packaging, their origin and we explored the

World Food aisle. 

 

In R.E. this month, we have been studying

the Beatitudes. We have learnt them using

sign language alongside designing symbols

to prompt our memory. We have discussed

how it must have felt when Jesus delivered

his sermon on the Mount. Year 4 have

written their own class Beatitudes too

which they are trying to live out. Feel free

to drop in and see them in our class

Spiritual area. 



 
D is for Dangers

R is for Response

A for Airway

B for Breathing 

C is for CPR.
 

 

 
The mnemonic above is so important in saving lives, as we found out on Friday 5th November,

when a first aider from Croydon Schools Sports Partnership visited our Year 5 classes.         

 Pearl ensured that we were given a unique opportunity to be mini-medics.

 

As mini medics in training, we learnt what's included in a first aid kit as well as what shouldn't

be in there. Who knew that triangular bandages (for slings or strapping) could be so important?

We learnt a variety of ways to keep ourselves safe as well as to keep others safe. Pearl gave

us dummies so we could learn how to do CPR and how to prevent choking, and we all took turns

to practise our newly-learnt skills.

 

What is a first aid lesson without learning how to use a defibrillator? This is such an invaluable

device that, in short, is used to give patients a controlled electric shock to their heart to try

and get a normal heart beat or rhythm back again. Mr Gibbons helped my group by

demonstrating how to get into the recovery position, but we also learnt how to treat wounds

and shock. Pearl told us that 'What3Words' is an app to help identify where a patient or

casualty is, so that they can quickly benefit from the assistance of an ambulance crew.

 

Overall, it was a great learning experience. We now feel ready to use our skills to help someone

who's been hurt, though we would prefer it, if we all kept ourselves safe.

 
 

Year 5
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by Savena
Roshan



Year 6 
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Year 6's topic this half-term is 'A Child's War'.
We have been learning about World War 2. 

Our topic began with a staged evacuation where children believed
they were being sent to a different school in the local area. This
helped the children to empathise with and understand how children
during the war would have felt after leaving their families to find
safety in the countryside. 

We have also been reading 'Goodnight Mr Tom' and exploring the
main character William Beech using our inference skills. 
The children then planned, drafted and published their own
character descriptions of being an evacuee using relative clauses to
add extra information. 
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READING
READING!!

 
Scan the code to get your free story.             

 

Enjoy this beautifully

illustrated picture book.

The colours are vivid and

the story is about a Raven

who tried to alter the way

he looks to gain attention.

However, he faces many

troubles.

 
 

Listen to the audio book of

The Jungle Book.

 

Saved from the jaws of the

evil tiger Shere Khan, young

Mowgli is adopted by a wolf

pack and taught the law of

the jungle by lovable old

Baloo the bear and Bhageera

the panther.

 



“Maths is an essential skill that helps us

to make sense of the world around us.”

MATHSMATHSMATHS

Why not practise your Maths

problem solving skills? 

Do you know your number

bonds and shapes? 

Are you up-to-date with your

multiplication and division

strategies? 

 

Let’s start practising…

 

 

 

 

https://uk.ixl.com/maths

 

 

MATHSMATHSMATHS
WEBSITE OFWEBSITE OFWEBSITE OF
THE MONTHTHE MONTHTHE MONTH
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https://uk.ixl.com/maths
https://uk.ixl.com/maths
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A message from the Head

Mrs Farhan

We are looking forward to our Christmas

Extravaganza week! Please do come along and

support the school in any way you can; we are

currently raising money for a new school library.

 
As Government guidelines have strengthened with regards

to wearing masks, we ask that parents and carers wear

masks whilst on the school site. Although outside on the

playground, there are many children and adults in close

proximity which puts us all at risk. I am sure we all want a

healthy, happy Christmas break. 

 

Almighty and everlasting God

Increase in us Your gift of faith

That forsaking what lies behind

And reaching out to that which is before,

We may run the way of Your commandments

And win the crown of everlasting joy:

Through Jesus Christ Your Son our Lord,

Who is alive and reigns with you,

In the unity of the Holy Spirit,

One God, now and for ever

Amen 

 


